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About This Game

The Beginner's Guide is a narrative video game from Davey Wreden, the creator of The Stanley Parable. It lasts about an hour
and a half and has no traditional mechanics, no goals or objectives. Instead, it tells the story of a person struggling to deal with

something they do not understand.
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First impressions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HZ6y-M0QkE

So as soon as I saw the title of this game, I just *had* to request a key for it.. I mean who *doesn't* want to play a manly game
about saving the world from the loss of moustaches! I've even grown a moustache just to play it!

It's hard, very hard.. but it IS a roguelike after all!. BORING!!! I HATE HOW THE CAMERA IS SO
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ALL OVER THE PLACE AND WHEN YOU SHOOT, THE SCREEN BLURS SO YOU
CAN'T EVEN SEE THE ACTION. DON'T BUY. This is a well-fleshed out story game that presents a thoughtful, multi-
dimensional picture of loss through the eyes of a family. The 2D art is consistenly beautiful, moody and engrossing, which
makes up for some rough 3D character models. The music is likewise very good, adding a dark-folk tinge to the environment.
But my favorite thing about the game would have to be how the dialogue - internal and external - interacts with this
environment. Visually, the game's a bit doom-and-gloom, with grey dominating the landscape (this is adressed point blank by
several characters). The muted watercolor-esque art conveys this without sacrificing clarity. And yet, the dialogue shifts
between humor and gravity quite freely. The conflict between the environment and the humor really parallel my experience with
grief - everyone tries to act like things are normal, but when levity enters into that equation, it throws everything off and makes
us question how we're supposed to balance our joy and our sorrow. This is a question that Gray Skies, Dark Waters asks over
and over again, and the last choice in the game allows us to provide our own answer. For that, I love this game. Highly
recommended for patient or story-oriented players.. Fun time-waster, a puzzle game in nearly the most literal sense of the
word... lol. It's a puzzle, with zombies, how could you go wrong? Unless you don't like puzzles. Or zombies. Then, well, you
could go very wrong.
In all seriousness, besides being a puzzle game, there is a fun little extra to it. As you piece your puzzle together, you have a
simple top-down shooting game happening at the same time. ( It can be turned off if it becomes too distracting.) Mind you, the
shooting aspect is rather simple... An occasional zombie shows up, use your keyboard to line him up and shoot him before he
breaks down your barricade. At regular timed intervals, a large group of zombies will show up in waves... There's a small sense
of depth there, and things can go wrong. As you put the puzzle together, you'll randomly earn cash to stock up on bullets and
grenades, even the ability to add more sections of barricades. The shooting part is really very simple, but I'll hand it to the
developers- it's a small thing like this that can add quite a bit of fun to the game. It's really only towards the end of the game, (as
you complete tiers of the puzzles, the puzzles become broken down into more pieces,) that the shooting game can lead to death.
(game over if your soldier dies.) Even then, your soldier dying is usually more based on a combination of bad luck, (not getting
pieces laid down that earn you money to restock,) and bad timing. Again though, if the shooting aspect of the game isn't your
cup of tea, it can be turned off. Kudos again to the developers for not turning off achievements if a player does so... You'll still
earn an achievement for finishing the puzzle regardless of whether you choose to participate in playing the shooting game
aspect.
Before selecting the puzzle, you can also enjoy a game of shooting zombies, as well... Even achievements for playing this part of
the game.
Perhaps the only major negative I've found is grabbing pieces from the floating current of water that surrounds the top and sides
of the board can occasionally be finnicky... It's not HORRIBLE, but I've certainly had my share of trying to grab a piece
(usually in the higher piece count boards,) only to have to keep grabbing several times before landing the one i was trying to
get... It's rarely been anything more than a slight annoyance.
Overall, this quickly became my favorite time-waster/ "I only have 15 minutes to play something," game for quite some time.
The shooting part was a pleasant surprise, but I've been known to turn it off to just enjoy putting together the puzzle without the
distraction.
It should be noted that while very cartoony in its art style, a couple puzzles may not be entirely appropriate for the "young'uns,"
depending on just what your level of tolerance is in regards to what you allow your kids to view.
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For a jigsaw puzzle game, it's a ton of fun. I enjoy the zombie apocalypse stuff as much as the next guy, so when I found this
little gem, combining zombies and puzzles, I couldn't have been happier.
Currently on sale for $2.37... At that price, you should be jumping on it!. I can run Fallout 4 just fine

This shouldn't lag to hell because there's more than 3 enemies on screen

Other than that it's pretty fun and challenging but I'm not going to tolerate this
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This was an awesome piece of roguelike awesomeness!

it's quite challanging, so if you consider playing this you might want to grab some paper towels for your tears.

Over all the universe of this game is what got me most of the time (besides my tears).
it's beautifully made, as already mentioned: challanging with chunks of hope for success.. This 172 add-on feels old and
outdated. The stall characteristics are laughable. The climb rate at 76 knots at sea level is well over 1,000 feet per minute at
standard atmospheric conditions in the sim, but the real world plane will only give you approximately 750 feet per minute. Don't
use this for training. Just skip it and get something like the Alabeo C177 Cardinal, you'll like it better.. Game has great story,
can play with one hand too so you can hold the bible and pray to Jesus while you play.. Great and very promishing. Locomotion
system is very good! There is still bugs, but for an early access quality is ok.. Kalypso isnt exactly a top drawer dev but at times
they can put out some interesting work. WIth Rise of Venice we get a beautiful looking game with some nice features. Its fun
right up until you understand that the game plays itself, it really doesnt need you.

Once you automate 2 seperate convoys you will be rolling in money and the difficulty of the game is gone. To be blunt it feels
like this game was shipped about 6 months too soon in its development cycle. Some of the features wernt really that well
thought out.

It still plays and is a fun time, just know you arent going to stick around long and will forget it quickly.. Awesome game! The
perfect combination of sarcasm and RPG.. awesome game. In my top 3 favorites for VR and I have like 25. Replacing fuel cells
gets a bit tedious but all in all it has a great upgrade and resource management system. very difficult first few plays through. I
dont write many reviews, but this is a great looking game with a good replay value. Hope to see more games like this on the
Vive soon.
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